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**CONTRACTS, GRANTS AND AWARDS FOR RESEARCH**

2007-08  “Building Global Science Literacy for Energy Education.” (With James D. Myers) Course development grant from the School for Energy Resources, University of Wyoming. $15,000

2007-08  Middle East Partnership Initiative: Building the University of Wyoming-Tunisia Educational Partnership." (with Anne Alexander) A grant to establish and support exchanges of scholars and students between universities in Tunisia and the University of Wyoming. $38,000.

2005-07  “Strengthening International Studies, Language Instruction and Global Awareness at the University of Wyoming.” Department of Education, CFDA # 84.016. An Undergraduate International Studies and Foreign Languages [Title VI] grant to develop international studies and global awareness courses, secure non-traditional language instruction, and establish a visiting international scholars lecture series.  $176,735
2006-08  “Shared Futures: General Education for Global Learning.” Sponsored by the Association of American Colleges and Universities. Part of a network of sixteen colleges and universities working to use global learning as an organizing principle for general education programs. Funded by the Henry Luce Foundation. No budget. Expenses covered by the grant.

2005-06 University of Wyoming Assessment Grant to evaluate the International Studies capstone course as a central indicator of student learning in the International Studies Program. A workshop will be held spring semester 2006 with invited participants, including an external evaluator who will assess final student papers in International Studies capstone course during the summer of 2006. $1675.

2005-06 University of Wyoming Assessment Grant to begin the evaluation of the Global Awareness (G) requirement in UW’s University Studies Program. Current and best practices nationally will be outlined and presented. A presentation will be given to the Shared Futures project at Smith College in July 2006. $3000.

1998-99 “Structural, Political and Social-Psychological Sources of Ethnic Tolerance in the Former Yugoslavia” (with Randy Hodson and Duško Sekulić). National Council for Eurasian and East European Research. $12,685


1996 “Ethical Dimensions in the Sociology of Work” Center for the Advancement of Ethics, University of Wyoming. $1500.

1995-96 "National Survey of Croatia, 1995" (with Randy Hodson and Duško Sekulić). International Research and Exchange Board. $26,000

1995-96 "National Tolerance in the Former Yugoslavia" (with Randy Hodson and Duško Sekulić). National Council for Soviet and East European Research. $50,000

1992 "Acquisition of Computer Hardware for Undergraduate Research Network" (with A. Blevins, B. Grandjean, and P. Taylor). National Science Foundation. $26,900

1989-92 "Comparative Social Structure and Dynamics" (with Duško Sekulić). Yugoslav-
United States Joint Fund for Scientific and Technological Research, funds provided by the National Science Foundation: $37,012

1987-88  "Assessing the Impact of Recent Changes in Agricultural Policy on Individual Peasant Farmers in Yugoslavia" Long-Term Research Fellowship from the International Research and Exchanges Board: $24,124

1986-87  "Food Production and Agricultural Policy in Yugoslavia" Developmental Fellowship from the International Research and Exchanges Board: $5140


1982  "The Yugoslav Praxis Group and Its Influence on Yugoslav Society." National Endowment for the Humanities Summer Stipend: $2500


1976-77  "Transient Workers in Energy-Impacted Areas of Wyoming.” Center for Studies of Metropolitan Problems, National Institute of Mental Health. $19,945

1977, 1984  Research Grant-in-Aid, University of Wyoming


PAPERS PRESENTED AT PROFESSIONAL MEETINGS


Duško Sekulić, Randy Hodson and Garth Massey. 2004. "War and Intolerance: Did Intolerance Cause the War or Was War Its Consequence?" Presented at the 9th Annual Convention of the Association for the Study of Nationalities, Columbia University, NY.


Garth Massey and Randy Hodson. 1999 “Sources of Ethnic Tolerance in the Former Yugoslavia.” Presented at the National Council for Eurasian and East European Research, State Department, Washington, DC.


Duško Sekulić, Garth Massey and Randy Hodson. 1994. "Nationalism and Intolerance as Sources of Conflict in the Former Yugoslavia." Presentation at the Annual Meeting of the Eastern Sociological Society, Baltimore, MD


Ognjen Ćaldarović and Garth Massey. 1990. "The Role of the LYC in the Stratification System of Post-War Yugoslavia." Presented at the Conference on Comparative Stratification and Mobility, Inter-University Centre, Dubrovnik, Yugoslavia.


Garth Massey. 1988. "The Emergence of Class in Transitional Societies." Presented at the Conference on Social Stratification and Mobility in Comparative Perspective, Inter-University Centre of Post-graduate Studies, Dubrovnik, Yugoslavia.


Methodology." Presented at Annual Conference the Political Economy of East Africa, University of Dar es Salaam, Tanzania.


Garth Massey. 1976. "Gypsies, Roustabouts and Others." Presented at the Annual Meeting of the Western Association of Sociology and Anthropology, Calgary, Canada.

Garth Massey. 1976. "Men on the Move: Occupational Communities in Western Boom Towns." Presented at the Pacific Division Meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of Science. Missoula, MT.